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"Compound interest is the eighth

wonder of the world. He who

understands it, earns it...he who

doesn’t...pays it." 

~ generally attributed to

Albert Einstein
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Lifestyle Tips
Getting enough zzz’s?

Perspective
We spend a third of our lives sleeping, but sleep researchers still don’t know exactly why. It
appears to be one of the great unsolved mysteries of science. It’s widely accepted that getting
between 7 – 9 hours of sleep is ‘normal’, but this recommendation is very general, and it
doesn’t fit everyone’s requirements. Sleep needs are based on various factors such as: age,
activity level, general health, medications, quality of sleep, personality type and genes. Sleep
needs vary with each individual.

Most scientists and researchers agree that sleep gives our body and our brain a chance to
recuperate and regenerate. Sleep deficiencies have been associated with obesity, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and greater instances of accidents and injuries. Long-term
deficiencies affect our memory, speech, reflexes, and judgment. In contrast to this
assessment, some experiments seem to have proven otherwise. In 1964, a 17 year old boy,
Randy Gardner, from California was scientifically monitored as he stayed awake for 264
hours (11 days). He did not experience any ill effects after the experiment, and even beat his
professor at pinball on the 10th day! He holds the longest documented record of staying
awake, although other test subjects have come forward to rival his record, again without
serious side-effects. But don’t try this at home!

Every human being, as well as plants and animals have a built-in cycle called "circadian
rhythms". They are defined to be physical, mental and behavioral changes that follow a
roughly 24-hour cycle, responding primarily to light and darkness in an organism’s
environment. As the brain notices the fading or absence of light, it tells the body to make
more melatonin, the chemical that makes you drowsy. Circadian rhythms are responsible for
our experiencing those high and low energy levels throughout the day. Most of us have
experienced that low level of energy in the mid-afternoon when we crave a chocolate bar or
a caffeinated beverage to pick us up.

How can you determine how much sleep is right for you? If you find yourself nodding off
during meetings, the theatre, or worse, at the wheel of your car during the daytime, you are
most likely sleep deficient. If you feel basically refreshed soon after waking in the morning,
and don’t feel a serious energy loss during your day, you’re probably getting enough ‘zzz’s.
Here are a few suggestions to improve the quality of your sleep: schedule your sleep for the
same time each night and wake up at the same time every day – including weekends; don’t
eat or drink 3-4 hours before bedtime (especially avoid caffeine); don’t do intense exercise
for at least 2 hours before turning in; sleep in a dark, cool room; take a warm bath or listen
to music to help you unwind.

If you would like more information, there are several websites available. Here are two of
them: www.sleepfoundation.org and www.howstuffworks.com search under ‘sleep’, and
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/articles/whatissleep.shtml which includes a
"Sleep Profiler" test, with information and suggestions for your personal sleep agenda.
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It’s no secret that Albert Einstein was a brilliant scientist. But few
people realize that his exceptional understanding of mathematics
provided him with keen insights into the world of finance as well. It is
widely believed that Einstein considered compound interest to be one of
the most powerful forces in the universe, and it’s an important concept
that every investor should understand.

Time and compound investment returns can be powerful allies when it
comes to investing, and one of the best ways to take advantage of this
is to begin investing as soon as you can. What follows should inspire
you to begin taking advantage of what Einstein is believed to have
coined "the eighth wonder of the world."

Understanding Compound Interest
Compound interest and/or compound investment returns arise when
profits from an investment are added to the principal, so that from that
moment on, the profit that has been added also has the potential to earn
additional profits. This addition of profit to the principal is called
compounding, and it can be an important consideration when choosing
how to invest your savings. Compound interest can work against you as
well. When you incur debt, you pay interest and principal to the lender
until the loan is paid off. If you fail to pay off any part or all of the
principal, the level of debt you will carry has the potential to increase
until it is nearly impossible to pay off the loan. For example, if you have
credit card debt charging 20 per cent interest and you fail to make
payments, your debt will double in 3.6 years. If you continue to avoid
making payments, your debt would double again in another 3.6 years,
and so on. 

Compound Investment Returns In Action
To help illustrate how compound returns can work in your favour, let’s
assume we have three different investors – Frank, Carl and Susan – each
with $1,000 to invest. Frank invests in a 30-year investment that pays
six per cent simple interest annually. Carl and Susan also put their 

money into a 30-year investment that pays six per cent, the difference
being that Carl’s investment compounds yearly, and Susan’s investment
compounds monthly. 

While it is not easy in today’s markets to obtain an investment that pays
six per cent interest, Chart 1 helps illustrate how compound interest can
work for you over time. The difference between earning simple interest
and compound interest can lead to dramatically different results.
Reinvesting on a monthly or even daily basis can increase returns to an
even greater degree. That’s the power of compound interest working for
you and it underscores the importance of reinvesting your profits and
harnessing the benefit of time.

What History Can Tell Us
While no one can predict the direction of the financial markets, we can
turn to history to gain some potential insights into how markets can
produce compound investment returns over the long-term. Chart 2
provides a comparison of a $1,000 investment into three different
asset classes using their 30-year average annualized rates of return.
For stocks, the annualized compound rate of return is nine per cent; for
bonds, the annualized rate of return is 10 per cent; and for Guaranteed
Investment Certificates (GICs) with a five-year term to maturity, the
annualized rate of return is six per cent. Using these figures, it’s easy
to see that the longer your money remains invested in the markets, the
more you can capture the benefits of compound investment returns
over time.

Continued on page 2

If you would like to receive the newsletter by email rather than paper, please let us know by
emailing inquiries@arcafinancial.com and stating ‘newsletter by email’ in the subject line.
We can all do our part for the environment.
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On September 3rd we return to our regular office hours:
8:30 am - 5:00 pm Monday -Thursday, 
8:30 am - 4:00 pm on Fridays.
Arca Holiday Gala
Please mark your calendars for our annual Holiday Gala on Thursday,
December 13, 2012. We hope you will be able to join us! More details to follow.
Please note our office will be closed on:
Monday, October 8th – Thanksgiving Day
Monday, December 24th – Christmas Eve – closing at noon
Tuesday, December 25th – Christmas Day
Wednesday, December 26th – Boxing Day
Monday, December 31st – New Year’s Eve – closing at noon
Tuesday, January 1st – New Year’s Day
Don’t forget to ‘fall back’ and change your clocks back to Standard Time on
Sunday, November 4, 2012 at 2:00am.

Kelly Anne Klinck
Insurance Associate

Community Business
Profile

Edenborough Landscaping is a ‘budding’ company in the K-W region,
creating custom landscapes projects through innovative design. Projects
include, interlocking stone, flagstone, water features, retaining walls and
armour stone, as well as garden construction and plantings.

I started my business in 2004, while attending Wilfrid Laurier University.
I’ve always had a strong desire to be an entrepreneur and landscaping
seemed like the obvious avenue, since it had been my summer job since the
age of thirteen. My parents are both entrepreneurs themselves. They
encouraged me to try it on my own, and to differentiate my business by
focusing primarily on the customer’s needs first.

Edenborough Landscaping has grown from a one man operation, working
out of a Jeep and a small trailer, to eight employees. Learning about the
business over the years, we’ve been able to create a niche in a highly
competitive market. Our focus is giving people what they are looking for,
quality workmanship and high quality customer service.

We typically attract clientele who are looking for a unique and well-planned
design, paired with the highest quality construction practices. We offer our
clientele attentive and courteous customer service, with efficient and open
communication. This has allowed us to obtain an extremely high referral
rate which has contributed to the company’s growth.

Edenborough Landscaping is working hard to become one of the most
sought after landscape design/build companies in the area, while
maintaining a ‘small company’ attitude towards customer service.

Joe Edenborough
Edenborough Landscaping • 519.588.6071 • www.edenboroughlandscaping.com

In order to offer networking opportunities to our clients and business partners,
we feature one business in each newsletter. If you would like your business to
be profiled, please contact Rose Frim at (519) 745-8500 or by email at
rfrim@arcafinancial.com.

Now That You Understand It, Get Ready To Earn It
It’s hard to save up large amounts of money to invest at one time. That is why many
Canadians utilize Pre-Authorized Chequing Plans (PACs) to automatically invest
smaller, more affordable amounts at regular intervals. One advantage of this process
is that by investing through a PAC, you can also take advantage of an investment
strategy called dollar-cost averaging. With dollar-cost averaging, you buy more units of
a mutual fund when its price is lower and fewer units when its price is higher, reducing
the average cost of your mutual fund units over time.

Dollar-cost averaging has the potential to produce superior returns while minimizing
risk. Chart 3 compares a scenario in which one investor saved up to make a large
lump-sum investment and another made smaller, more affordable payments and was
therefore able to begin investing much earlier. The investor that began earlier and
made 60 separate payments of approximately $100 then stopped making payments
achieved superior results than the investor who saved $6,000 over a five-year time
period and invested the entire amount at one time. 

In this scenario, the dollar-cost averaging approach produced a superior result during
a volatile period in the markets. The added benefit was that the investor choosing the
dollar-cost averaging approach was able to take advantage of the effects of
compounding earlier, and they didn’t have to worry about timing the market, which
can be a detrimental side effect of committing an entire investment at one time.

Now that you understand the power of compounding and how it can maximize your
earning potential, it’s time to earn it. Speak with your advisor today to find out how you
can make compounding part of your investment strategy.
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and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or
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information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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